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Dallas Avionics and uAvionix Offer ADS-B Solution
for Experimental Aircraft Owners Impacted by ADS600-EXP
(DALLAS, TEXAS 11/1/17) Dallas Avionics, Inc. announced today that the company is working with
uAvionix to offer an affordable ADS-B solution for customers of experimental aircraft impacted by the
ADS600-EXP. The uAvionix bundle includes the uAvionix echoUAT and skyFYX products. For a limited
time, Dallas Avionics will offer the bundle at a reduced price of $1,090.00. Normal retail is $1,499.00. The
bundle can be ordered using part number ECHOFYX-KL5. Customers must provide the serial number of
their ADS600-B to obtain the reduced price.
“There are a lot of people in the aviation industry that fly experimental aircraft that were negatively
impacted by the ADS600-EXP,” said Dallas Avionics Vice President of Sales Scott Davis. “We were
thankful to partner with uAvionix to provide a solution quickly to help those that need a replacement. For
decades Dallas Avionics has built a reputation of taking care of customers. We wanted to find an ADS-B
solution that was affordable, easy to install and helped all those impacted receive a proven solution at a
discounted rate to help them become compliant. The solution from uAvionix gives our customers the
equipment necessary to accomplish that.”
The plug and play connector will make the bundle easy for experimental aircraft operators to replace the
existing system. Using the plug and play harness, customers can quickly install the two products in their
aircraft after removing the ADS600-EXP. Both the echoUAT and skyFYX are lightweight and small so
they will not require a lot of space.
“We have 100 initial bundles available immediately that use the plug and play harness. We will have
another 100 with a different configuration based on customer requirements,” said Dallas Avionics sales
associate and product specialists Scott Edwards.
To take advantage of the special pricing customers must supply the serial number of the ADS600-EXP and
contact Dallas Avionics directly for details.
“We are pleased to be working with Dallas Avionics to bring our solutions to their loyal
customers,” said President of uAvionix Christian Ramsey. “Together, we’ve developed a special
offering for a hassle-free, plug n’ play installation process while upgrading customers to dualband ADS-B In functionality.”
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About Dallas Avionics:
Dallas Avionics, Inc., was founded in 1973 as a Wholesale Distributor of Aircraft Electronics, Installation
Supplies, and Avionics. Through years of change in the aviation industry, the one constant is our
commitment to the highest standards of business ethics, integrity, and customer service. Visit Dallas
Avionics Inc. at www.dallasavionics.com or call 1-800-527-2581 for additional information.

About uAvionix:
uAvionix has gathered a cross-disciplinary team of experts in embedded RF engineering, hardware,
software, and cloud services to develop the world’s smallest, lightest and most affordable ADS-B
transceivers, transponders, and GPS receivers for General Aviation and unmanned systems. For more
information, visit our website: www.uavionix.com

